
Y3- History Overview

Topic Why was the wool industry important to
Bradford and Yorkshire?

Why did the Anglo-Saxons settle in Britain? How should we remember the Vikings?

Linked Books

Prior learning Chronology
Understand where the time studied places in
relation to topics studied such as the Victorian
times and Sir Robert Peel.

Monarchy
Knowledge of monarchs, prime ministers
around this period.

Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of innovations during the life of Sir
Robert Peel and Victorian times.

Chronology
Understand where the settlement of Anglo
Saxons fits on the chronological timeline in
relation to previous studied topics.

Monarchy
Knowledge of how lives of monarch differed
to subjects in Victorian era
Invention and innovation

Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of the importance of trade to
Bradford during the wool industry.

Chronology
Knowledge of Anglo-Saxon and Roman
existence in England prior to Viking arrival.

Monarchy and power
Knowledge of Anglo-Saxon monarchs and
control in England
knowledge of how lives of monarch
differed to subjects in Victorian era

Invention and Innovation
knowledge of the importance of trade to
Bradford during the wool industry and
during Anglo-Saxon times

Historical
concept

Historical significance Cause and consequence Similarity and difference
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Substantive
knowledge

Chronology
Understand where the industrial revolution fits
on the chronological timeline in relation to
previous studied topics.

Know that the industrial revolution spanned
more than one monarchs
reign

Know that the wool industry preceded the
industrial revolution

Monarchy and Power
Know that the industrial revolution is associated
with Queen Victoria

Understand the hierarchy within factories
including significant people of influence for
example Sir Titus Salt.

Know that Sir Titus Salt influenced areas
surrounding Bradford, such as Saltaire and
improved living conditions for workers.

Invention and Innovation
Understand how advancements in textile
technology influenced the industrial revolution.

Know how changes in industry impacted the
growth of Bradford, its architecture and wealth.

Chronology
Understand where the settlement of Anglo
Saxons fits on the chronological timeline in
relation to previous studied topics.

Know that the foundations of England’s
monarchy began around the time of the
Anglo-Saxons

Know that the Anglo-Saxons were invited to
Britain as mercenaries by the Romans and
came before the vikings.

Monarchy and Power
Understand how Anglo Saxon rule came into
power.

Understand the influence and role of
significant Kings.

Know that England was divided into small
kingdoms and was not a united country

Know that Alfred the Great was an
Anglo-Saxon ruler, who ruled over England
during the viking invasion

Know the hierarchy of Anglo-Saxon society,
from King, Jarl down to peasantry

Invention and Innovation

Chronology
Understand where the settlement of the
Vikings fits on the chronological timeline in
relation to the Anglo Saxon era.

Know that the Anglo-Saxons came before
the vikings.

know that the viking and Ango-Saxon
cultures assimilate as time passes

Monarchy and Power
Know that the arrival of the vikings caused
an end to some English kingdoms

Compare viking hierarchy to Anglo-Saxon
hierarchy

Understand how Viking rule (Danelaw)
worked parallel to Anglo Saxon rule.

Know how vikings gods influenced daily life
and Valhalla’s link to warrior culture

Invention and Innovation

Know that viking ships allowed them to
explore and trade

Understand the influence of trade and
natural resources in their way of life.
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Know how factories amplified the production
and trade of wool - Bradford

Know how life for children has changed since
the industrial revolution

Understand the influence of trade and
natural resources in their way of life.

Know that settlements were made out of
wood and straw.

New
Vocabulary

Monarchy and power (factories/social classes)
Peasant/farmer
Merchant
Mill owner

Conductor Monarchy and power (specific to society)
King/Jarl
Warrior
Freemen - Blacksmith/craftsmen, etc
Slaves


